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Reading is fundamental Dysfunc ion

seen in #T e

Amber McArthur
S.T.A.R., Sigma Zeta (Mathematic and Science Honors Society)
Kappa Delta Pi ( Education Honors Society), and the Center for Education and Community will be sponsoring a book drive during the month
of February. The book drive is part of Into the Street • a community
service initiative that i part of this year' Homecoming. The book
drive i al 0 part CCU's Learning Partner hip program, a pilot for a
national program on college campu es for involving college student in
tutoring chool children and adults in reading to increase our national
Jiteracy rate.
The book drive is a great way to encourage literacy in the community. l1literacy in Horry County i high and the more that i done to
encourage reading, the more succes ful effort to correct the problem
are likely to be. The books coJ1ected will be dist~buted to area school
youth centers, and literacy councils during Homecoming.
Student are encouraged to collect unwanted book which are in good
condition and deposit them at Kimbel Library or the S.T.A.R. Office in
the Student Center (the old gameroom). Organization which collect
and donate book may contact S.T.A.R. To receive community ervice
points for Homecoming.

Grand SlaIn give Chants
victory over Kentucky
Beth Roddick
In Sunday afternoons game
again t Kentucky, the Chanticleers
sweeped a two game series win
again t the undefeated wildcat ,
which even the Chanticleer
overall record of 2-2.
The win was due to a grand
slam in th bottom of the ninth by
none other than Steve Tylke,(En
Fuego!!) hi second of the day.
Coastal was down 7 -4 entering
the bottom of the ninth to face
Kentucky's Matt Borne, one of the
top reliever in colliagate baseball.
RicardoAyla taTted the bottom of
the ninth off by reaching first base
due to a Wildcat error. Following
a strikeout, Darion Cameron
singled to center field and Aaron
Thurston walked to load the bases.
Then Steve Tylke stepped up to the
plete and the first pitch was sent
over the right wall to bounce off
of the scoreboard.
Tylke ended the day by going
3 for 5 at the plate with two runs
scored and 7 RBI. Kevin Scholl
posted two doubles for the Chants
as he was_2 for 4 at the plate.
Kit Kadlec who earned a save
in Coastal's 11-6 victory on Saturday, earned the win on Sunday
as he pitched the final inning. He
faced three batters at the top of the
ninth and struck two of them out.
The Chanticleer will host
UNC Wilmington at 3pm on Tues-

There is just one
thing left to be
said about CCU's
Steve Tykle- simply
"E FUEGO!"
day, February 17 at Coastal' Baseball Stadium. Come out and cheer
on the Baseball team and Steve
Tylke (En Fuego!!) as they fight to
earn yet another win.

Brandon Snider
How
do
you
top a
Shake pearean epic and a feelgood mu ical? Well, with a hi tori cal comedy... of course! Thi
erne ter CCU' theater department bring to life The Lion in
Winter, the tory of King Henry II
and Eleanor ofAquitaine, and their
three cheming sons Richard.
Geoffery, and John Plantagenet.
The plot i fairly imple, each
on want to be king hen dear
old daddy kick the bucket The
boy. i hard: noble hero, olde t
on, Geoffery: conniving middle
child and John: idiot would be
boy-king, are aU after the kingdom
and i land. Each one i quite ure
that he I the one who i going to
get it. Enter: Eleanor.
he i
Henry estranged wife and the
boy re)u t nt mother, and h
for th 'inhad plan
h r0
dom and 111 do anything to g
it.
Add King Phili p of France and
hi iter Prince Alai, one of the
play bargaining chip , and the
tage i et for a war between one
of the mo t intriguing familie in
history.
The Plantagent' dysfunctional
bickering provide for the play
'biting humor, according to Prof.
Charle Whetzel, who play King
Henry in one of the play' two
casts and at 0 erve as a director. He add that "the comedy

~ovetnents
Jess Day
Last Tuesday Dr. Timothy
Carter gave a Mini-Med School
presentation on the importance of
the nervous system.
He began the presentation with
his own demonstration of the nervous system working. This consisted of walking across the stage
and back.
The nervous system is involved
in every movement the body
makes. Dr. Carter discussed the
major problems that can affect the
nervous system, including stroke ,
aneurysms, and seizures. He
stated that South Carolina ha the
highe t stroke death rate in the
nation.
To help the audience better un-

Cat Coo and E el n
production i currentl
come from th

haracte

and

of t

der tand the information, Dr.
Carter had slide and video to accompany him. The video showed
people having variou types of seizures.

The nervous system is involved in
every movement
the body makes.
Interestingly, he stated that everyone has a 10% chance of having a eizure once during their lifetime.
He al 0 went over the different testing technique a ail able to

diagnose the e problem cntical to
the nervou y tern. The in lude
the CAT can, MRI EEG and Xray . Dr. Carter a ured the audience that ha ing a pinal tap i not
as dangerou as peopl often thin
o don't be paranoid about getting
paralyzed if you ever ha e to get
one.
At the end of the presentation
he continued to an wer many question from the audience.
Thi was the econd Mini-Med
chool presentation and there will
be two more during the next two
wee of February. They La e
place on Tue day in the Wall Auditorium from 6 to 7pm. The next
two tOpIC will be on the heart and
women health.
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I Announcements I Area firms pledge funds to CCU
1998 AGNEW Scholarship
This scholarship is set up for students who have completed at least
one years at a college, university, trade school, or other institution of
higher learning. The amount of this scholarship is $1,000. Further
information and application forms can be obtained by writing to:
SCSEA
P.O. Box 5206
Columbia, SC 29250-5206
E-mail: SCSEA@aol.com
Deadline: March 1, 1998

Invitations sent to eligible
seniors and juniors
Letters of invitation and application fonns have been sent to
over 400 juniors and seniors who
are academically eligible for election to Omicron Delta Kappa.
Election to ODK is an indication
of undergraduate achievement.
To be eligible, a student must
be of junior or senior status, top
30% of class, and have held at
least one leadership position. Stu-

dents who have not received a
mailing and who consider themselves eligible should immediately contact the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs
(ext. 23(0).
Students who have received a
mailing from the Vice President's
Office are encouraged to complete the fonn and return it by the
Friday, March 13, 1998 deadline.

T. Graham Edwards to give address _ _

CCU to celebrate Founders' Day
Coastal Carolina University's
12th annual Founders' Day Convocation will be held Monday,
March 2 at 3 p.m. in Wheelwright Auditorium. The ceremony is free and open to the
public.
John Dawsey, George Grice
and Charles E. Hodges will be
named honorary founders of the
university. The 1998 recipients of
the Founders' Medallion will join
48 other founders and honorary
founders who played instrumental roles in the development of
Coastal Carolina University and
the promotion of higher education in the region. T. Graham
Edwards, president and CEO of
Santee Cooper, will deliver the
convocation address.
John Dawsey, a former Horry
County superintendent of education, has served on the Horry
County Higher Education Commission since 1970 and has been
chair since Coastal became an independent university in 1993. In
addition to his service as chair,
Dawsey has been chair of several committees including the
academic, nominating and executive committees. Dawsey also
is mayor of Aynor, S.C.
George D. Grice, president of
the ~ollege of Charleston from
1945 to 1966, played an essential role in the founding of

Coastal Carolina University. In
1954, after being turned down by
many other colleges and universities in the state, organizers of
Coastal Carolina asked Grice if
the College of Charleston would
sponsor the new school. Grice
agreed and was also instrumental in recruiting Coastal's first
faculty members. Grice also
served as a state senator and representative.
Charles E. Hodges was a
member of the South Carolina
House of Representati ves from
1969 until his death in 1982. As
a representative, Hodges supported higher education causes
and played an essential role in
establishing Coastal Carolina as
a four-year institution and in securing funding for Kimbel Library.
T. Graham Edwards is a native of Cheraw, S.C. He earned a
bachelor's degree from Francis
Marion University in 1975 and a
master's degree in 1976 from
The Citadel. In 1977, he joined
Santee Cooper, now the nation's
fourth largest public power system.
Edwards has served as chairman of the Charleston Regional
Development Alliance and he
received the S.C. Department of
Education's Distinguished Service Award in 1996.

Two Horry County firms have announced plans to pledge funds to
Coastal Carolina University's Lifelong
Learning Society (LLS), an academic
enrichment program for adults.
Hall Development, Inc., has pledged
to donate $100 for every house sold at
its new community, Myrtle Trace
South, to benefit LLS. Myrtle Trace
. South includes 300 homesites.
Horry Telephone Cooperative
(HTC), Inc., has pledged $30,000 for a
computer lab at the new Lifelong
Learning Society facility, which was
donated to LLS tiy the Jackson Companies in 1997. The facility is being
renovated and is scheduled to open in
April 1998.
''We are delighted to make this commitment to the Lifelong Learning Society," said D. Clinch Hewyard, director of sales fa Hall Development.
"Supporting Ccastal Carolina University in its effort to serve area residents
of all ages, in new and innovative ways,
is something we are pleased to do. LLS
and its programs will be an enhancement to our area, and will be a catalyst
for community progress. We at Hall
encourage otherlocal companies to find
ways to support Coastal and LLS."
"HTC is very pleased to be a service provider and contributor for this
community res(lUrce/outreach center,"

Don't let food get
the best of you
Is your life controlled by food or
dieting? Are you obsessed with constantly exercising to be thin? Once you
begin eating do you feel you cannot
stop? If so, you may be suffering from
an eating disorder which can result in
medical problems.
The Mental Health Association of
Horry County and the Coastal Carolina
University Women's Advocacy Center
will be offering an educational session
and screenings for eating disorders for
the community on Wednesday, February 25th. The screenings will he held
from 10:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m. In the Student Center, Room 201, at Coastal
Carolina University.
The screening portion includes any
anonymous written screening test and
the opportunity to discuss your answers
with a counselor.
A Body ImagelEating Disorders
educational session will be held on that
same day at 2:30 p.m. In the Wall Auditorium at Coastal Carolina University. Both the screenings and the information session are free and open to
the public.
For more information, contact Doug
Bell at 349-2015, Sharon Thompson at
349-2635, Stacy Cretzmeyer at 3492900, or Winston Barr at 165-5534.

said Brent Groome, chief executive of customer relations
at HTC. "As we continue to
develop community-based
networKS offering services
such as Internet access, email, newsgroups, etc., it is
important that there are local
resource centers to assist
those using these services.
HTC's involvement with the
establishment of the LLS facility seems a natural fit for
us."
The Lifelong Learning
Society, a program of
Coastal's Division of Extended Learning and Public
Services, offers more than 40
classes each semester on a

range of topics including computer
applications: fitness, history, art,
antiques, music, financial investments, nature and foreign languages. LLS members are eligible
for a number of special benefits
which include use of Coastal's
Kimbel Library, free admission to
athletic events, student rates for
cultural events and discounted fees
for short courses and workshops.
More than 425 people are enrolled
in LLS during the spring 1998 semester.
For more information about the
Lifelong Learning Society, contact
Judy Fontana, coordinator of the
program, at 349-2673 or visit the
website at www.coastal.edu/
extlearn.

LIKE TO WRITE?
Call 349-2330
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Member of the S.C. Press Association
"I don't propose to write an ode to dejection, but to brag as
lustily as Chanticleer in the morning, standing on my roost, if
only to wake my neighbors up."
-Henry David Thoreau

Gamebreak: Quake II, the Marines have lande
by Hans Yarn
Staff Writer

The
enemy . artificial
intelligence(Al) in Quake II is much
This past December Id Software improved over the original. When fircelebrated the forth anniversary of ing at some targets they can move to
Doom, the definitive first-person ac- one side or the other and even duck.
tion game. Doom and its sequel Doom They will not just stand there and al1/ changed computer gaming from a low you to eliminate them. They can
geek hobby to a major industry. Si- and will at times chase you, homing
multaneously, Quake 1/, the follow-up in on any sound you make. Luckily
to Quake was being released. Quake there are many dark places to hide.
II like Quake is a first-person action The enemies are not the only ones with
game. In it you assume the role of a enhanced abilities. Players may not
futuristic Marine, that has landed on only jump, but can also duck, climb,
the homeworld of an alien race called swim and run(which you'll do quite
Stroggs. The Stroggs have been often).
launching attacks on Earth and in reAll the enemies you face are cysponse the Marines are called to deal borgs. They are flesh and metal fused
with the problem. While launching an together in one being and are quite
attack on the planet surface, all of your tough. One called the Tank for exfellow Marines are either killed or cap- ample, can take many hit with a
tured and only you are left to deal with rocket launcher before dying. Others
the Stroggs. So like a faithful Marine like the Enforcer will pelt you with
you continue your mission until you machine gun fire as you try and kill
are either killed or the mission is com- them, which makes taking them out all
plete.
the more difficl,1lt.
Luckily you are a one person asPlaying Quake II is a visual treat.
All objects and enemies are rendered sault force, that can be armed to the
using Quake II's new 3-D engine, that teeth. Although initially you are armed
utilizes texture mapped polygons, with only a laser'pistol, eventually you
multi-color lighting, and dynamic will have the pleasure of using rail
lighting that produces realistic shadow guns(like from the film Eraser), greeffects. Weapons like the rocket nade launchers, shotgun, machine
launcher even leave a nice particle trial guns and of course making a return
when fired that can also give your po- from the Doom eries The BFG or Big
sition away to the many enemies that F*%$#@ Gun. Fire the BFG in a
occupy Quake II's environment. Wa- room and watch your enemies just
ter and glass are transparent and can vaporize before you eyes.
Quake 1I's multi-player features
be looked through. Some windows
can be shattered to allow access to cer- are a little slimmer than it's predecestain areas. All of these fea~res give sor. Quake II can only be played over
the game a very realistic atmosphere. the Internet or a local area

problem). The y tern requirem nt
on the box state that a computer with
a 90 megahertz PentIUm and 16 megabyte of RAM i ufficient for pIa ing Quake 11. The e reqUIrement are
highly optimi tic. E en on a 120MHz
Pentium and a 200MHz PentIUm I had
orne low game play. The fram rate
wa barely acceptable. The be t way
to enjoy Quake II is With a PentIUm
n, 32 Megabyte of RAM and a3Dfx
video accelerator. So if your a eri u
gamer, now would be a good tlm for
an upgrade. In addition t poor performance, Quake II was hipped with
a few bug . The computer y em used
in this reVIew crashed con tantly before applying the patche that Id Software released a wee ' after Quake II
hit the shelves in mo t t res. Even
after patching though, single player
performance i till omewhat slow

network(L;1.N) u ing TCPIIP protocols. There is no IPX network or modem suppor.. and there currently are
no plans to add these two networ . option. Oddly enough Quake II only
allows for Death-match(everyone for
themselves) play. Co-operative play
was not included in the onginal release
but is planned in the future as a patch
to the original program. Playing online is still very atisfying and Id Software has added something new to
Quake II, hand gestures. When playing you can either hand salute wave
or even give the "finger" to other players which makes for some funny moments after you "frag" an opponent.
Quake II while entertaining doe
have
some
. significant
problem (besides the multi-player
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You d Tbra Of Your FriendJ CoufJ Win ...
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:1. Limo Service
4. lundt at the sho
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5. APamper PaCkage at the sh
: 15th Annual Carolina Woman~ Show
(makeover, naiis eft)
13. Roses
6. Dinner out after the sho
(B, billies "., o.t will ", s.tn.y,
1, '''')
l

IS.T.A.R. Calendar
Feb. 19·20 Into the Streets
Aweekend of community service in conjunction with Homecoming! Your club or organization selects a community service
project to be completed that week.
Feb. 21 &28 Copway Hospital Child
Dental Screenig
Local dentists and Conway Hospital are
conducting a dental screening for area children from low income families. Volunteers
are needed to provide entertainment and organize and lead games for children while they
wait to be seen.
Feb. 28 The Myrtle Beach Marathon
The Myrtle Beach Marathon will tum
Myrtle Beach into one huge track field! Volunteers are needed for registration, water stations, traffic control, and entertainment Or,
you can run in the event Proceeds benefit
the Leukemia Society of America.
March 14 PrQjed CORDY
Volunteers will do landscaping, gardening, and other household maintenance for elderly or disabled individuals.
Marth 24 Blood Drive
The Americans Red Cross will be on
campus collecting blood donations. lOam to
2 pm in front of the Student Center.
March 28 Charity Auction

ring 19981

Local artisits, including CCU art students,
and children from area schools
aution off
theIr work for charity. Clubs and organizations may solicit artwork, or help promote and
coordinate the event Proceeds will benefit
CASA.
April ITBAl Habitat for Hnmanjty
Help build a home for a family in need.
Habitat for Humanity helps families achieve
their dream of home ownership and battle
homelessness and substandard housing. Vo)unteers help in construction, meal preparation, and fundraising.
April mAl Special Olympirs
Some of our guest heroes didn't go to
Nagano-they're right here! Help special
needs kids compete in an Olympics of their
own. Volunteers are needed as coaches, staff,
and spectators to root on these champions.
April 17 Relay for Life
Chances are, you or someone you know
will have cancer during their life. Help fight
the third leading cause of deaht by participating in this fundraiser and walk. Raise
funds for the American Cancer Society, and
then join the all-night celebration and walk
at the CCU track field. Call now about forming your team!
For more information, please contact Amber
McArthur or 1.T. Dietrich at 329-2336.
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CCU Theater presents ...
James Goldman's historical comedy

.

Uneasy is the head that wears the crown in 1183 when King Henry II
and Eleanor ofAquitane collect the boisterous and scheming
Plantagenet family to decide the royal succession.

FREE*
PERFORMANCE
for
CCU Students
Sunday, March 1. 1998
7:30 p.m.

* Greek organizations will be awarded
Greek Cup points
7:30 performance.

f~r

attendance at the

Wheelwright Auditorium

February 17, 199

Ask Dr. Sabbagh:
Why is the Pap Smear so important?
Camille Gagne- abbagb
Obstetrician Gynecologist

Dr. Camille Sabbagh is the
owner of The Center of
Obstetrics and G 'necolog)~
L.L.C., Located in th Food
Lion Shopping Cenrer on
Highway 501. Ongnall from
Montreal, Canada, he is th
mother of four and Ita been
praciting medicine since
1980.

If you ha e a
question for Dr.
Sabbagh just write
out the question and
put it in The
Chanticleer mail box
in Student Activities.

The Pap Smear i a simple te t performed in the doctor's
office to detect cervical cancer ( the cervix i the lower part of
the utero that i readily a e ible through th ' gina).
Cervical cancer h de rea d trem ndou 1y in the last 20
years but it till ranks eventh among cancers in the United
tate with 15, 00 new ca e in 1994 and 4 00 d ath. 0tably outll Carolina lead the nation in
urr n e and d ath
due to ervi al cancer. That i
hy e rly detection i 0 Imp rtant.
The Pap m ar done routin 1) help to detect ear)) t
o en' a1 can er and th n it can
readily tre ed and ured.
You are thigh ri ~ r r' al an r If y u tarted h ing
ex before age 1 ha e had man e 'ua) partn r m r than
3) if you mo e if you ha 'e genit ) herpe or g nita) art
and got pregnant at an early age.
If an abn rm I Pap m ar i ound apr dure call d 01po copy enable u to identify abn rm 1 area on the rvi.
Small and painle bi p ie are then performed during the colpo cop which are ent to a pathologi t for analy i . If precancer cell (al 0 called dy pIa ia are confirmed b the hi pie , the cervix can later be treated by different proc dure ;
cryo urgery loop exci ion (LEEP), or laser. The first tw are
easily performed in the doctor office. Continued foHow-up
will be neces ary to make ure the dy pIa ia doe not cur.
For more infonnation, do not he itate to contact you
doctor.

location.

Florid~

Cancun etc. from
89 regi ter our
group or be our
C mpu R p. Inter-

campu pro ram
800-327-6013
W\\.icp.c m

Immedia e pening . your 1 cal
area. E perience
unnece ary ill
train.
Call
edicard
1-541-386-5290
Ext. II M

THE OFFICES OF ORIENTATIO
AND RETENTIO ARE
~CCEPTI

G

APPLICATIO S
FOR

ORIENTATIO
ASSISTA TS
AND
PEERME TORS
fOR MORE INFORMATIO
CALL
349-2188 OR 349-2941
OR STOP BY
SINGLETON 106 OR PRI CE 207
For 180ft laforaaatioll
Contact Aimee at 236-8344 or aimee

uno.com
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Letters to the 'Editor

IPerspectives

oney, dad I will need gas,
ocks, a shirt, books, and money
to loan friends! I will pay you

I

Against the law ofphvsics- b~c~

The Greatest Fan Of Your Life
"They don't make 'em like him anymore."
That's the quote most often associated with him, and it's pretty accurate.
Born in 1902, he's seen and done things that I could only dream about.
In fact, that's what I often did. I dreamed about the stories he told me.
What it was like to be a witness to two World Wars and Korea. The freedom of fishing out on the ocean. How thrilling it was to play minor league
baseball with future Major League legends. How hard it was to leave
baseball to work in the coal mines and support his family. What it was like
growing up in rural South Alabama.
There was no question a five year-old boy could ask to which he didn't
know the answer. He was the wisest man I will ever know. No monster
lurking underneath my bed, however terrible, could harm me when he was
near. He never missed a shot when we were hunting, and he always managed to catch the most fish when we were fishing. His advice was never
wrong even though we grew up in different eras. He was a role model
whose morals and values are timeless and will never go out of fashion.
Simple things like "Always open the door for a lady" (regardless of what
the feminists say), "A man's word is his bond," "Always tell the truth,"
and most importantly "Always be a Southern Gentleman." His idea of a
mixed drink was Jack Daniels and air, and maybe a cube of ice if you
really wanted to be fancy. He enjoyed a "sip" of bourbon, but I never
recall seeing him drunk, the one lesson that was lost on me. He could
make whatever was wrong right again with just a word or a smile.
This past Friday, February 13th, the greatest man I will ever know turned
96 years old. There was no big birthday bash, just a long distance call to
his nurse to make sure he's doing well. A simple man, he never was much
for celebrations. The doctors say that Alzheimer's Disease has robbed
him of his mind, but not his health. What a cruel damned disease that will
take your mind and leave your body. He no longer knows who I am, yet
somewhere in the recesses of his mind I know he remembers. Even if he
cant, I'11 never forget.
No, they don't make 'em like you anymore. The most important lesson
you ever taught me was the one that you never intended. It goes like this:
Any man can be a father. but it takes a special man to be a Daddy.
Happy 96th Birthday Oscar L. Jones!

Happy Birthday Daddy!

-Donnie Jones

•
Dear Editor,
I am the parent of a Coastal
Student. As do most parents, I
try to instill values in my son
that will serve to provide an
honest productive citizen for the
tribe and the community. I have
. never been disappointed in his
honesty and integrity but sometimes I do wonder if he is in
there!
Recently he received a fairly
large amount of money from his
student loans and scholarships
and immediately set about to
carry that large sum of money
around in his wallet. Of course,
the wallet he carried for several
years, empty was now full and
as anybody know, Murphy's
law demands that a full wallet
immediately tum into a lost
wallet. This is explained by a
little known law of physics:
The time it takes to lose a wallet varies inversely with the
amount of money in it.
As any parellt will tell you,
students don 't l~se money. It
might be in their wallets, it
might have been I>rovided for or
given to them, b\..t only parents
lose it. Dalton immediately began his road to recovery. "I
might need to borrow some

along with the other two
bIllIon dollars lowe you, I
should be able to put at least 50
cents on it as soon as I wreak the
car and get my insurance money
bacl but I have got to buy a jet
ski first. Oh yeah and lowe
Chris three dollars!"
I had already placed a for sale
sign on my car, the dog, and an
old jar of jelly that had miraculously survived three lunches,
two breakfasts, and one dinner,
when early in the morning, I received a phone call. That phone
call is the reason for this letter.
A phone call from Mr. Allan
Little, who infonned me that he
found my son's wallet. I asked
Mr. Little if the money was inide and he told me that there was
$600.00 in it. I was impressed
with this man's Honesty and as I
told him so the following day, if
he raises his children as his father raised him, he has done a
service to this community. I
would like to express my appreciation for this man through your
newspaper. In my opinion,
Coastal has an instructor who is
a model of integrity and honesty
ano we should value and respect
every one with those qualities!
Thank you,
Harold D. Hatcher

I Heading to the outdoorsI

Dear Editor,
I'm writing· to comment on your
story in the January 21st issue of The
Chanticleer. As to your comments
about the parking, I have to admit that
like everyone .e lse around here, I seem
to get an allergy to walking when it's
time to find a parking space on campus. Shame on me! When it comes to
the food, I can only tell you that if anyone had experienced what they called
food here a few years ago, there would
be no complaints!
The main reason that I've been compelled to put fingers to the ole keyboard.
When I was first fortunate enough to
return to college, I was picking up every brochurB that I saw, to see what was
going on on campus. I found ·plays and
concerts, movies, and all sorts of things,
but the one that really caught my eye
was a kayaking trip in North Carolina,
offered by the CCU Rec. Dept. We had
a BLAST, and upon returning, three of
us who survived went on to found the
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE CLUB.
We are a group of students who manage to get off our 'duffs' and find thing
to do!
I guess what I'm saying, is that if
you hear of anyone complaining about
nothing to do, tell 'em to top by 107
PRINCE on Tuesday afternoons at 2: 15,
and we IDlght just have some ideas for
them! Sorry, they might have to move
a muscle ...
George Fogel, Pres.
Outdoor Adventure Club

Are you proud to be a Coastal student?
He S a i d - - - - - - She Said _ _ _ _ _ __

What's the deal with... personal hygiene?
by Hans Varn
The other day I was using the restroom and when I was finished
conducting my "bu. iness" I immediately proceeded to wash my hands,
using soap and water of course. As I was doing so there were several
other "patrons" finishing their business as well, but they went straight
from the "service counter" to the door, not even botherIng to wash their
hands. I thought to myself "I hope they don't work in food service."
It's not that I diligently observe the restroom habits of others, but I do
find it completely disgusting that some people don't practice proper
personal hygiene.
There's 0 many germs and viruses that are transmitted by physical
contact it make one wonder why people don't take it more seriously.
We are tQld to practice safe sex to prevent disease and many confonn
by using a condom with their partner. Yet, it's okay to use the restroom
and not wa 'h your hands and spread bacteria by shaking hands with
friends or holding hands with your significant other? That makes absolutely no ense to me, and in light of last semesters little Salmonella
outbreak it eem a little arrogant at he t to not wash your hand . So the
next time your conducting "business" how about show some common
decency and wa h your hands. Others will be glad you did.

Unlike my better half over there on the "She
said" side of the house, I have nothing to compare
Coastal with. I neve; planned on going to college.
I had planned on being a career Marine, then I met
"She said" and that soon changed. After being in
the Marine Corps for six y~ars I was once again
faced with the "What do I do with my life?" dilemma. I had already been working in the civilian
sector for a good two years after my honorable discharge from the Marine Corps. Then I got this funny
idea to go to college. Only problem was, I never
took the SAT and my high school grades were nothing to brag about.
Coastal's admittance policy for non-traditional
students gave me a chance I would have never been
offered at larger more "privileged" institutions. I
was accepted on a probationary status for one semester to sort of prove my worthiness(which I accomplished), and then after that fir t emester was
cia sified as a regular student. I commend Coastal
for giving myself and others like me a chance to
improve our education thus improving our lives.
When I graduate from Coa tal I will be proud
to say that Coastal Carolina is my Alma Mater, for
they gave me a chance. A chance to learn, to grow,
to find my purpose in life and to survive. Sounds
extremely deep but before you laugh and jeer, try
walking in mv shoes. It's been a long hard road
and I'~ glad i've finally found my way home. So
here'. to you CCU. Semper Fi!

As of right now, I am proud to be a student at Coastal. I really
enjoy my classes and my professors, especially the professors that
teach my major, they're excellent. However, I can't say that Coastal
was my first choice when I looked for a college. Circumstances in
my life brought me here, and even though I had always intended to
transfer somewhere el e, Coastal wasn't my first choice. Since I
grew up in this area, I knew that Coastal always had the reputation
of being a "community college" that anyone could get into, even
when it was affiliated with USc. This was my main reason for not
wanting to go to Coastal.
However, there are many out tanding things about coa tal, and
thi negative portrayal is unwarranted as l quickly found out. It is
relatively inexpensive compared to other colleges, it ha a smaller
student body that altows for more student involvement, and the profes ors don't spend eighty hours a week doing research and four
hours teaching. Coastal also accepts non-traditional students, which
is not necessarily a bad thing. Many time older students or tudents
that didn't do so well on their SAT scores do better than other students. Also. just because our cla e are smaller does not mean they
are any easier. In fact a a transfer student, I have found my cIa e
to be a lot'inore challenging than ones I took at other univer itie ,
However, here I am on the brink of graduation. I haven't started
applying for graduate ~chool yet, but I have heard nightmare storie
from other student claiming that coa tal is considered a "Ie or intitution" by other college . This frightens me, getting into graduate
school is competitive enough without being punished for not attending a larger, more e ·pen .ive college.
So, I am proud of being a Coa tal tudent. but whether or not I
made the ~ight deci ion by taying here will unfortunately depend
on what will happen after I graduate.

BROUG
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tesibenf5 T!}onOts l,ist
AU~

Jefhy Michael
Allen, Joan Victaia
Andersen, Rebecca Sue
Anderson. J.essica-Aim Marie
Antanaitis~ Usa Marie
Atgaodizro, Ralph David
Auten~ Kevin Michael
Bafile. Jessic:aClare
Baker" C8t01 Anne
Barrineau, Stepha:rie Dawn
Barstow. Julie Anne
BueD-, Jason Harold
BeU,RobinN
Best, Patrick Alan

..

Biagim.ti~ Drrie Coocetta

Bird, Christine Elizabeth
BisIq), Erin Kristine
Blue. TraetLynn
Boooe, UsaJean
BtecZinski. :L.an!ry James

Britt. Tara Jean .
Brootens. TiffiiU 10

Brown. TraCy Lynn
Btyan, Colleen Elizabeth
Bubuds,Ryan Michael
Burd. WendytenCYe
Camp. Allisori Gail
castellon; Barbara Alayne
ca.&; Adnana
Chewning. David Lawrence
Chiero. Jamie Patrick
Clark, Belinda Dawn
Clark. Tammy Michelle

Clinger. Robert Marsh
. .Cole., Courtney Madison
Coleman, Kathleen Ann
ColI.inp. Michelle Diana
CcoVClW. KellyGlcxene

Jobmton, Jessica Christen
lmdan, Leslie Anne
J~Yvoone

Katsioloudes, Vicky Marios
Kiddey, Leanne MicbeUe
Knollcs. Taunya Marie
~TriciaM

Kullnat-Knight, TrulY

Later. Danielle Kathleen
Larochelle, Robert John
Lembo, Ccrreen Anne
l.e~ Wtlliam Anthony
LCwis. Sbauna Faye

J..ike.. J~Carltoti
Lincoln. Dcaiel1e Janine
J.::oog. Jami Glean
Martint Julie Am,anda
}d8l'7b, Brcds Lee
McArthur, Amber Lee
McFalda: Heidi L)'DD
Meuan. Susan Ann
·Menitt, Melanie Lynn
Miles. DeAnna Lynn
Monteiro, Matthew loois
. M()(X'C, Kimberly Sunshine
Moser:~ Nadine Juanita

MUlTay.lohn Robert
Ncwby~

Sylvan Morse

Newman. C<.y Elizabeth
Nivera, Nolan Pollaroste
Nobles, Beverly Angel
. Nmis. Ondra Wuan
Owens, ~ny Marie
Pack. Lynn Marie
Palmieri, Sbama
Pidpoo, Elizabeth Sarah

Rice. Jo Jtosers.

~AprilBeth

~UsaMarie

Cooper~

Sadler. Steven David

Shaxon Denise
casta, Debra Jean
Crockfa:d. Valerie Jean
Crosby, PaUl SCott
Cwnmiilgs. Marian Katherine
.DamblIUlIl,Beth Anne
DaVis, Paula Jean
DeOoI, Heather Marie
t>eliunler, Meltutie Lynn

Detato, Leigh Anne
Doyle, K.at1uyn Ann
Drury. Samih James
Dubcak. pew
Eddings, Richard Louis
Edwards, Shannon C.
Egan. David F"mbarr .
Bllis, Leigh~ey Hall
Bwald, Jennifer Lee
Faircloth, Kimberly Gail
Ferrari, Albert John
Foley. CoDeen .Anne
Foose, Sarilb Elizabeth
Ocri" ROoald Lawson
~ Jacob Harris
Glance, Brianna Nicole

Orassmann, Michael C
Green. Anthooy Jason
Gudjonsson,Oudjon Armann
Hadix. Jennifer Anne
Harrill, Sandra Kaye
Harris, Benjamin Milton
High, Maty Elizabeth
Hill. Benjamin David
Holzberger. Gretchen Lee
Hucks, Crystal Dawn
Hucks, Martha Elizabeth
Humphries, LeRoy Friar
Hutcheson, Usa Dawn
lohnson, Heather Lynn

cmtal

KlItZ. Wendy Elizabeth

~Hircbzu

Sexton, Matthew Neil
S~ Carly Marie
Shaver. Angela Alicia
Sheet, Dwelle Jessica
Shelley Ryan Reece
Shelton, Estelle Biddle
Skipper. Emily Claire
Slater. Faye
Smieker. Cindy L:tu
Spadaro. Grepy Charles
Spicer; Jennifer Sarah
Streetman. Stephanie Marie
Strickland. Tracy Michene
Tarte. Christy Autumn
Thanpsoo. Leigh Anne
Thornton, Adam Francis
Trail. Derek Ryan
TsukamotO, YOko
Turner, David Brunson
Turner, Joseph Allen
Turner. Robin Faith
Umste~ Rose Ellen
Vogel, Susan
Vuono, Scott William
WanL Cheri Elizabeth
Ware, Wendy Lee
West, Heather Megan
Wieczorkowski, Alicia Elizabeth
Willi8J)lS, Adam Clay
Williams, Anita Jo
Williams. Jolene E.J.izabeth
Youatt, Jennifer Lynn
Zilc. Teresa Christine

Rita

]!lean's
Adamek, Ondrej
Adams, Jeanette Richel
Adams, Jenny Dale
Adams, Nikki Layne
Aley, Matthew Christopher
Alford, Conswella Latisha
Alie, Adnan Hussein
Alton, Forrest Larry
Amason, Lcri Ann
Anderson, Stephen McIntyre
Andrew, Michael Shane
Anyan, Shane Marie
Arends, Sarah Beth
Augustine, Joslyn Grace
Austin, Danielle Shelise
Avant, Yeadon Kristopher
Badendyck, Brett Joseph
Baker, Brian Glen
Baker. Rebecca Sophia
Ba1ladares, Enrique De Jesus
Barajas, Danielle
Barcus, Todd Eric
Barfield, Brandy Jean
Barrueto, Paula Michelle
Bass, Richard Wayne
Bassemier, Catherine Annette
Beard, Wade Austin
Beattie, Douglas James
Bellamy, Lakeshia Janel
Berg, Evan Christopher
Berman. Alysia
Best, Paula Bethea
Bevins. Sheri Lynn
Blackmon, Katina Cassandra
Blaine, Seth John
Bledsoe, Ashley Elizabeth
Blount, Chaille Elizabeth
Blythe, Brad J~es
Boarman, Carrie Hamilton
Beckert, Dawn Rene
Bcxsuk, Jennifer Jo Gabrielle
Bowman, Kimberly Katherine
Boyland~ Erin Michelle
Boyle, Christopher C.
Boyle, Frank John
Boyle, Patrick John
Brady, Michelle Leigh
Brady, Robin Robinson
Brandeburg. Ryan John
Brandt, Julie Marie
Brehl, Josepb Wenceslaus
Brewster, Jodi Kimberlee
Brisbon, Monica Conselda
Britton, Rhonda Elaine
Brocknas, Anders Per Emanuel
Brossard, Amy Lynne
Brown. Emily Amanda
Brown. Karen Lynn
Bryson, Jennifer Elaine
Bubeck, Kristi Anne
Buddin, April Renee
Budenas, Joelle M
Buftkint Michael Lee
Bullock, Michael Craig
Burg, Kirsten Kathleen
Burkey, Krissy Ann
Burns, Nicole Marie
Bums, Teresa Lynn
Burton, Jill Anne
Buser, Aaron Joy
Byrnside, Cathy L.
Byrum, James Andrew
Calder. Caroline Sara
Calkins, Kayla Marie
Callahan. Eric John
Cammons, Shaun Gregory
Campbell, Julie Danielle
Canady, Jennifer Suzanne
Candy, Casey Leigh

ots1List

Cannon. Kristie Dawn
Cantrell, William ThOmas
Cardinal~ Janice
Carr, Stephen Andrew
Carter, Ryan Lewis
Casselman. Beaufort Chad
Causey, Carlene Barrier
Causey, Stephanie Corine
Ceasar, Stephanie
Cerny, Jenny Elizabeth
Clardy, George Michael
Clark, Jeanna Annette
Clark, Jillian Denai
Clendenin, Jon Nicholas
Cloutier, Renee' Lynda
Coker, Robert Carlisle
Colella, Deborah Eileen
Coleman, Patrick Joseph
Collins, Jada Laen
Condon, Patrick William
Coon<r, Cheri
Cook, Christopher Chad
Cooke, Linda Jean
Cooper. David Lee
Counts, Bryan Dennis
Cranford, Margaret E.
Cranford, Travis Lane
Creque, Jennifer Suzanne
Crew, Douglass Hobart
Cribb, Christopher Aalyn
Crosby, Steven John
Crowder, Andrew Gavin
Crumpacker, Kirsten Lea
Cunningham, Stacey Lynn
Dao, Martin Phanhuu
Davis, Charles Jeffery
Davis, Christa Lee
Davis. Jaimilyn Dawn
Davis, Robert Corey
Davis. TmaM
Dazey, Michelle Lynn
DeFranoo, Christopher Peter
DeHass, William Edward
DeMaria, Sandra Beatrice
Denison, Megan Leigh
Dentamaro, Andrew Joseph
Dill, Farrah Kirsten
Dixson, Marcie Angela
Dodd, Azure Lynn
Donovan. Erin Leigh
Dorner, Cyril Michael
Downing, Michael David
Dugan. Melissa Ann
Dunkle, Apryl Michelle
Dunkle, Danica Rena
Durant, Leigh Hunter
Durham, Charlene F
Eason, Heather Renee
Edenfield, Ronnie Keith
Edman, Albert
Edwards. Richard Thomas
Eggleston, Brian Robert
Eichem, Nichole Heather
Elliott, N atasha Claire
Ellison, Stacey Renee
Bosworth, Matthew Edward
Evans. Michelle L
Evans, Russell Watts
Falin, Sonya Marie -"
Farley, Jeffrey Paul
Farrar, Allison Marie
Feldman. Benjamin H
Fenili, Kacy Victoria
Fink, Robert John
Fisher, Ryan T
Fissette, Maureen Anne
Floyd, Henry Shucorey
Floyd, Tracy Alan
Flynn, Joseph Edward

Fogel, Oeage Sidney
Forsythe, Christine Marie
Frame, Jessica Amber
Francella, Jason Logan '
Freed, Kathleen Ann
Fry, Kristen Marie
Fuhr, Katie Sue
Fuller, Meagan Elizabeth
Fulton, Lesley Rosanna
Galenski, Joanne
Gallen, Shawn Michael
GaIly, Tara Sue
Gangl, Melissa Mae
Ganim, Kathryn Marie
Gant, Melissa Ann
Gantt, Ainanda Caroline
Gardner, Melissa Marie
Ganett, Angel M
Jennifer Lynn
Gibson, Eric Carlisle
Glowacki, Jamie Marie
Goetz, Timothy D.
Goff, Tessa Dale
Goodrich, Kelly Rae
Ga-e, Anthony Lamarr
Gore, Betty Camilla
Grate, Leronica Loukisha
Graves, Robin David
Gray, Kimberly Ann
Gresik, Stacy Nichol
Grier, Kristy Nicole
Grove, Tabitha Lynn
Groves, Matthew Lee
Gunnarsdottir, Hildur
Gurick, Zachary James
Gwyer, Thomas Michael
Hamilton, Joline
Hamil~ Stephanie Ann
Hamlin. Tawaina Christina
Hamm, Robert Edward
Hammel, Christopher Joseph
Hammond. Diana Lee
Hampton, Melissa
Hanna, Christy Lee
Harrell. Sara Lauren
Harris, Cathy Potter
Harris, Michelle Craddock
Harrison, Gregory Blackman
Hartman, Jennifer Brooke
Hatch, Karen Marie
Hathaway, Amber Lee
Hausman. Jessica Kim
Haydt, Krista Danielle
Hayes. Cynthia
Haynes. Kenneth Gerald
Hays. Jaclyn Lyndsay
Hehnke. Aletha Marlene
lIenning. James William
Henry. Michael Jonathan
Herrington. Robert Douglas
Hiatt, Amy Michelle
Hilal. Rouada Basem
Hill. Erika Marie
Hilliard. Jaime M¢e
Hine. Christopher Craig
Hinton. Andrew W
Hipp. Catina Maria
Hitchcock. Somer Stevens
Hobbs, Ann Marie
Hoff, James Shane
Holt, Asheley Gray
Honeycutt, Jennifer Carlyn
Hopson, Heather Dawn
H<rroeks, Amy Renae
Howell, Kim~rly Christine
Huber. Lyndsey Nicole
Hucks, Jacqueline Penelope
Husband ,George Dale
Hysinger. Brett Winston

aero.

Hysong, Julie Tayl<r
Dtchev, George Nikolaev
Irwin, Robert Alfred
Isid<re, Jason J.
Ivan, Alicia Marie
Ivey, Joseph Alexander
Jacques, Sheri Marie
Jeddrey, Laura Madeline
Johnson, Joseph Daniel
Johnsoo, Abigail
Johnson, Angela Jo
Johnson, April Lee
Johnson, Beth Wyllo
Johnson, Kristi Michelle
Johnston, Kristine Heather
Jones. Dean R
Jones, Erik David
Joocs. Jessica Elizabeth
Jones. Scottie Gene
J<rdan. Angela Maria
J<rdan, Joni Ann
J<rdan, Rhonda Anne
Jung, Jessica Susanne
Kabelka. Christina
Kaiser, Melissa Louise
Kaplowitz, Nathaniel David
Karvetsky, Jennifer Anne
Kashary, Jamie Ann
Kemble. Bary Freeman
K.erg, Jane Elizabeth
Kern, Melissa Sunshine
Kersh, Kathryn Kelly
Keyser, Michael Bryan
Kimbrell, Lana Marie
Kin&. Kimberly Dawn
King, Paula Nicole
Kirksey. Kevin Reid
Klein, Season Renee
Kletcda, Jason Matthew
Kleykamp, Tyler Jay
Knapp. Amber Marie
Knott. Richard Allen
~ Stephen Edward
Kosmatka, Hayley Joy
Kozma, Kelly Elizabeth
Krajeck, Todd Garrett
Kramer, Johanna M8Ijaie
Kriener. Collene Fay
Kruk,
James
Kubick, Kendle Jessica
Kuhn, Shauna Renee
Kur. Ryan Michael
Kwasny, Kurtis Anthony
LaPrairie. Matthew Brian
LaRiviere, Teresa Anne
Lacey. Michael Baldwin
Lambert, Briana Christine
Lambert, Christine Joy
Lane, Shashooda Cbunic::bi
Langley, Christopher Joseph
Lanning-Haynes, Jade
Laverdiere. Karen Elaine
Law, Rusty Lee
Lawrence, Janet
Lawrence, Tracy Lynn
Lazenby, Renee' Michelle
Levitt, Sarah Evalyn
Lewis, Cynthia V.
Lewis, Duane Carlton
Lewis, Kellie Marie
Utwhiler, Robert Eugene
Lohr, Samantha Anne
Lowder, Karen Nicole
Lowery, Matthew Radcliff
Luton, Erick Yung
Lynch, Donald Eli
Maddock, Alan Thomas
Maddox, Jeremy Austin
Madory, Joseph Matthew

mc

Maher, Tamara Sue
Maiwald, Nathan Ryan
Makara, Marsha Candie
Malinky, Christopher John
Manwaring, Daniel Oliver
Marotto, Brian Joseph
Martin, Melissa A
Mask. Daniel Robert
Matheny, Kathleen Anne
Mathews, Laci Nicole
Matthews, Jennifer Gail
Mattsson, Nic1as Ole
Maxwell, Jill Anne
Mazerolle, Derek Rene
Mazerolle, Holly Todd
McCarthy, Kenneth Michael
McCarthy, Roc Alan
McCracken, Michael Odell
McElveen, Amy Paige
McGee Kristin Leigh
McMurray, Glenn David
MeN amara, Stacie Ann
M~ueen, Willi~ Francis
Meagher, Brianne linda
Means, Erin Marie
Medley, Pater Nelson
Melton. Melissa Jean
Meyers, Whitney Elaine
Milan, Brian john
Miller, Ashley Broeke
Miller, Glendan A
Miller, Julie Lynne
Miller, Kristina Marie
Miller. Lester John
Miller, Tara Leigh
Miller, Wendi Lynn
Mingus, Robert Chad
Minick, Heather Joy
Mirtovic, Jelena
Mitdlell, CIud Wesley
Moaaban, JaMan Lynn
Moody, Rebecca Elizabeth

Moc:re. Amy
Moc:re, Christopher LeAndrew
Moen, Jessica Lynn
MCXR. Ruby Deirdre
MCXR, Sally Ann
Mcnn , Kelly Lynn
Moreland, Khristen Phillips
Mcqan, Deb<rah Anne
Mcdey, Flizabeth Mary
Mris, Shawn Sebree
Mcne, Richard Edward
M<rton, Shannon Kathleen
Murphy, Carolyn Elizabeth
Murphy, Daniel Joseph
Murphy, Elizabeth Angela
Myers, Clint Thomas
Myers, Janelle Marie
Myers, Karla Eileen
Myroup, David John
Neff, Joseph Eric
Ness, Heather LyndU:y
Newman, Teri ~yn
Nivera, Wendy Marie
Nobles, Shannon Alanda
Noblin, Dianne Elizabeth
Noll, Jeffrey Michael
Ncnnan, Ashley Elizabeth
O'Brien. Jennifer Lynne
O'Connell, Mary Bridgid
(''Leary, Susan Daothy
OQuinn, Chrystal Michelle
Occhipinti, Laurie Angela
Odic, Alen
Oli va, Michael John
Owens, Jason Kyle
Palumbo. Christina L
Pandarwani, Parol Olivia

Parent, Wendy Lynn
Parrott, Dana MCXR
Pauquette, Terasa Marie
Perkola, Erika Rae
Perry. Heather Regina
Phillips, Paula Annette
Pino, Kristen Anne
Pittman. Erica ichole
Plaisted, Lois Fayne
Poe, Audra Beth
Politi, Danielle Mary
Poston, Krista Michelle
Potthoff, Michael Todd
Poucher, Tracy Lynn
Powell, Christopher Dean
Powell, Heather ico1e
Powell, Heather Renee
Powell, Janet EJ.izabeth
Prentice, Lauren Kathleen
Prosaer, Onis Michael
Prowse, Emma G.
Prusak. Joshua Alan
Pulchinski, Alicia Marie
Pursley, Marsha Lee
Purvis, Katie Marie
Quattlebaum, Sara Kathryn
QuenzJer, Michael Patrick
Rabon, Samuel Edward
Rachels, Usa Marie
Raiti. Alison Karen
Rawlett, Michael Raymond
Rawls, Amanda Faye
Ray. Donnie Alton
Rcc:batcinec. Markus
~
Ree~.

Elizabeth Mary

Crispin Francis

Reid, Maepn M.
RepbIlDll. Jennifer Rae

Rex, Jayne Marie
Richey, Jodi Danielle
Ridenour, David Eugene
Riney. Kerry Kathleen
Ringd8hl, Brophy James
Rivenburg, Jason Michael
Robbins Cas ie Lynn
Robertson, Evan J
Robinson, cal Brent
Robinson, William Logan
Rosales, Ubardo
Ross, Marylouise Mckelve
Rousseau, Ronald Joseph
Rowe, Carl L
Rowland, Krista Ann
Rubesa, Tania
Rudolph, Regina A
Rush, Robert Richard
Russell, Theresa L
Sabo, Edward John
Sanchez, Amy
Saxman, Kristy Lynne

Scbilling. Mary U.
SchmM), Amy Lynn
Sclxntcn. Brian Walter
SdJnder, Grega)' William
Sane, Jill Marie
Soott, Kimberly Susan
Selwa, Daniel A
Seman, Rebecca Katherine
Setnikar, Jennifer There a
Sbamshak, icholas Albert
Sharp, Mary Schane
Sharpton. Andrew Greg<ry
Sharrer, Elizabeth Ann
Sheffield Jennifer Lynn
Shelley, Hubert Coleman
Shelley Kimberly oel
Shelley. Su an Catherine
Shepherd, Michelle Lee
Shute. Geoffrey A

Siegal. Courtney oelle
Singleton, Joseph Owies
Skipper, Sharon Marie
S okows . John Francis
Sloan, Sarah Catherine
Slover Pippa Danielle
Small. Matthe Randall
Smith. Glaia Dee
Smith, Kelly Ann
Smith, Michael Sha
Smith, Sasha Jo
Smith. Terra Jade
Smith, Treda Brigette
Snell, Trista Ann
Snider. Jennifer Jean
Snow. James Edward
S<n-ell, Stephanie Price
Sousa, Samantha J~
Spade. Patricia JO)U
Spencer Sean Dylan
Speno, Michael Anthon
Stanley, Jessica Eliza th
Staton, Su an Diana
Steadman, James Mari
teele, Leslie Dawn
Steere, Heather Mary
Stelato Marcio Este
Stevens, Kelly Ann
Stevens, Leigh Hes
Stewart, Daniel Kensioo
Stine. Am Malinda
Stockton Billy Ray
Suren, Michelle Lynn
Strawser. Karen Macbelle
Stroud James Michael
Sturkie Scott Bradlynn

Sullivan. YaSbica Sequayab
SumDer, Elizabeth AIme
S~iDIdottir. ADdur Yr
Sweatt. SbaroD Renee
Tam.. MicUel L
Temple, Molly Kate
Thacker Heather Elizabe
Thanas,Jay
Thomas. Un ico1e
Thomas, Shanna erissa
Thompkins. Tammy Lee
'Iboolpson. Marci Dian
'Ilxxnpson Megan Amber
'Iboolpson. kginia Lee
Th<rarensen Amdi
Tb<rnal, Richard B
e
Thruh, Alison Courtne
Tiedeken, Jessica Ann
1bcz, Edward Robert
Tcm1inson, Cind Grogan
Tooer. Teresa MiChelle
Toomer. Selena Rolanda
Townseod, WhitDey L
Tozier. Patricia Mme
Travis Tdfaay Ue
Trees PaIrick Jobn
Tritt, RiA Laiae
TJ'OII[ell, MichKl Edward
Tulipani. Dime Caroline
Turman, Julian aync
~urnbull. S an Michelle
Turner, loi Annette
Tyler. Kimberl Ann
Tyner. Shannon Marie
UbI Ste~n illiam
Vallese, Luke Cay
VanAcker. Janelle Marie
Vanasse Mattbe M.
V~ Carylynn Frances
Vam Kathryn Marie
erccn. Katrina
OIl Ocrichten,
V
Keny·che

Congratulation to II

He ho ould learn to
fl. on da mu t fir. t
learn to tand and a
and run and climb and
dance· on cannot fl.
into fl. in .
Friedrl
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IArts &Entertainment
Take a vacation to planet Sphere
Jeff Farley
Recently I raved about director Barry Levinson's recent
film Wag the Dog - a sharp,
witty picture with a powerful
message delivered by powerful
performers. At first glance,
Sphere, Levinson's latest release, seems to have what it
takes to create an equally compelling movie.
The film is based on a novel
by Michael Crichton, author of
Jurassic Park and Airframe.
Crichton stayed on as one of the
film's producers. Three of the
biggest names in Hollywood
added their talents: Dustin
Hoffman (The Graduate, Outbreak), Samuel L. Jackson
(Pulp Fiction, A Time to Kill),
and Sharon Stone (Total Recall,
Basic Instinct).
Unfortunately, however,
Sphere left me wanting. The
action was generally suspenseful and well-done. The effects
were as visually stimulating as
one could ask for. The story
even remained unusually true to
the original tale in Crichton's

novel (the privileges of producing, I suppose).
No matter how much care
film makers try to take in turning novels into motion pictures,
though, the same problem
seems to occur all too often.
The characters are lost. Perhaps
Levinson spent too much time
following the original story and
forgot to develop the characters. I can't really say, but this
is the problem that plagues the
film.
While the story executes itself, we get to know small bits
about each character, but none
of the bits ever add up to a coherent whole. Just as the audience is about to learn something
really meaningful about a character, the lab falls under attack;
or someone serves some deepfried, microwavable calamari
and the whole room falls into a
silent panic; or the character is
killed by some ordinarily benign sea beastie.
I am a fan of Crichton's
work, and I especially enjoyed
this story as a novel. The film

Scholarship
OpportunIty
Celebrating ten years of providing
scholarship opportunities, Carolina
Scholarships, Inc., has set its goal to
provide $10,000 in cholarship
awards, that's five (5) scholarships
at $2,000 each, for the school year
1998-99.

Qualifications for scholarship:
**must be a resident of South
Carolina
**must be enrolled or accepted
to an accredited college or
university
**must have a GPA of C or better
(Recipients of scholarship may
attend the college or university
of choice)

is also very good in certain respects. I enjoyed the high-tech
jargon and nifty equipment
(Crichton standards), and the
performances were as honest
and powerful as the screenplay
allowed them to be. Levinson's
direction especially shines during many of the action sequences.
The editing and camera
work serve to create an uneasy
and very insecure emotional atmosphere throughout the film.
And the visual effects used to
create the 'Sphere' are
breathtaking. However, the
characters remain as flat and
uninteresting as they can be
from beginning to end. What
all of this aods up to is a thrillmg tale of high adventure being played out by characters for
whom you don't give a damn.
As an action movie the
film does its job in most respects. But if you are looking
for the kind of high quality science fiction presented in films
like Contact and Gattaca,
~~re~~cly~ili~~~~

The office of Student Activities is now accepting applications for the -1998-1999 stipened postions.

Deadline for application: SGA-March 2
Coastal Productions, Media and S.T.A.R.-March 9
Want to make a difference, serve on faculty
committees, and get
involved?

RUN FOR:

Interested in planning
events, working with
bands and improving
your advertising skills?

Do you have an interest
in writing, designing
layouts, the arts, or
journalism?

Do yo~ enjoy .
communIty serVice,
organizin~ efforts, and
workin~ with
communi y agencies?

APPLY FOR:

APPLY FOR:

APPLY FOR:

Media Publications

S.T.A.R.
(Students Taking Active
Responsibility)

Student Government
Association (SGA)

Coastal Productions
Board

President

Coordinator

Vice President

Asst. Coordinator

Secretary
Carolina Scholarships, Inc.
. P.O. Box 4122
Columbia, SC 29240
(Applications must be post
marked by April 5, 1998)

. 6~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Do you want to sharpen your leadership skills,
enhance your resume, save a little money?

For Applications:
Send a self-addressed stamped
business envelope to:

It's time for the Archarios Spring
siflllly find one of our handy dandy
posters on camous. grab sane fonns. and drop than along wi th your
work by the Archar10s off1 ce upsta1 rs 1n the Student Center ~. 209
Feb.16 - Feb. 20 Noon. Questions or Answers? call: 349-2428.

1-:.":":':::'::::"=o~ns:"':'!~Bz:.ut":":d:"'on='=":t~pa~n7..Jic.

Treasurer

Publicity Coordinator

The Chanticleer
(Newspaper)
Editor-it:t-Chief
Archarios
(Literary Arts Magazine)
Editor-in-Chief

Treasurer
Student Magazine
Secretary

Editor-in Chief

Coordinator
Assistant Coordinator

Let Morrison take you to Paradise
Kisha Grate
The other day while at one of
my favorite bookstores, I picked
up a copy of Toni Morrison's latest book Paradise. Being a great
fan of Morrison and having been
exposed to several of her previous
works, I knew that Paradise would
not be an easy read.
Paradise is about the citizens
of a small town called Ruby. Ruby
was founded by eight African
American families and prides itself on the fact that all of its residents are still African American.
The first chapter of the novel
accomplishes two tasks. First, it
tells the readers how the town got
its name and secondly, it sets the
tone for the novel. Chapter One
begins when the men of Ruby decide to evacuate the residents of the
Convent. The Convent is ran by
Connie and houses women who
have no where else to go when life
gets too tough. The remainder of
the novel explains the circumstances that caused the women to
live at the Convent. One of the
women, Mavis, finds the Convent
while driving crosscountry in an
attempt to escape questions concerning the death of two of her
children. Her twins died of heat
exposure when she left them in her
husband's green Cadillac to go into
the grocery store to buy a pack of
hot dogs. Even though it was the
hottest day of the month and the
twins were infants, Mavis left them
in the car with the windows up.
This is not Mavis' only problem.
She is convinced that her remain-

ing children are trying to kill her.
She takes the green Cadillac
which her husband had forbade her
to drive, and leaves.
The men of Ruby have developed a love-hate relationship with
the Convent.
One of the reasons the men of
Ruby despise the Convent so much
is because the women of Ruby find
solace within its walls. When one
of the young girls in town becomes
pregnant by the son of one of
Ruby's founding fathers, the Convent is the first place she turns.
However, they love the Convent
because Connie grow the hottest
peppers around.
For those of you who are familiar with T~mi Morrison and her
other works (The Bluest Eye, Tar
Baby, Su/a, Song of S%man,
Jazz), you know that she is no easy
read. Meaning, you don't read
Morrison the same way you would
John Grisham. As I read this book,
I found that I had to jot down the
names of the characters and their
relationship with each other. The
book is so complicated and there
is so much going on that not pay-

ing attention to detail take awa
from the book' meaning.
While I did enjoy the novel, I
did have orne difficulty. For one,
I found that at some point ~ in the
book it seemed to drag. I found
myselfwarting to skip page but I
was too afraid that I might kip
something mat would be important
later on. The other problem I had
was that at dmes, the book just got
too compli:ated. I found my elf
reading some chapters three or
more times before I could ee the
ba ics of \\hat wa going on.
However, even though I had
some concerns about the novel, I
really enjo,ed it. It was like completing a giant puzzle that when all
wa said and done, it was immediately taken apart so that the excitement could begin again. That'
how I felt When I fini hed reading
Paradi e and everything finally
clicked. I wanted to read it again
and again and again.
So for tho e of you who are
tired of the quick-read by
Grisham and his con tituents, try
Morrison. She' well worth the
headache.

Message Board
R.S.- Wish we could
have speat Valentines Day
together. Then again every
day with you is Valentines
Day.
Me

Pi Kapps Rule!!
Hamburger, hamburger
(To the girls of fEE)
~Ilike,

tlCbank pou for all pour
time anb 1)UJlllort!!!

Ga
The main foell of art exhibit i to exhlbi
graduating enior art major . Thi
graduating enior. There will be
with three tudent in each ho
February 16- March 2

March 2-7
March 7-13
March 23-29
March 30-April 3
April 6-20
April 20-26
April 27-May 3

Announcing

AUDITIO S

I
I
I
I
The Spring 1998 semester will include regular campu I
perfonnances out of town concerts and a special
performance with the LONG BAY SYMPHO Y
of Carl Orff's choral masterpiece
Carmina Burana

Dr. Charles Evans, director
office: Wheelwright 202
phone: ext. 2561

AQ.uarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Be ure to put om time a Id for ~ ourTime to take a break from partymg elf. Hav a refre hing da) a the beach.
and concentrate on your tudies. You
GeminifMay 21- ,June 21): oon ] don't ha e to be a total b k rm,
just tone d:>wn a little.
It Will replace the confu I n
u are feel109 right no\\.
eep clo touch wi famPisces 'Feb. 19- March 20l: LI e il) member '. Ma'e r manti pI n with
is like a variety box of cookie . You that pecial I Itor
never know what you're gonna get.
You may be getting a .. islt from the
Cookie Mon ter, 0 atch your ac '
Arie (March 21-April 19): Be tlen e en though 0
sure not to keep ny feehng bottled mum e uaI pea .
up. You ' re good at getting thmg
Leo (July 23- Aue. 22): You e lac 'down on paper; tart aJoumal. owing you, you'd better keep it hi den 109 10 our routme. Get of our butt and
b k in the \\mg fthmg Y; u' ere t
m a afe pIa e.
I ng enough.
TauruslApril20- ia) 20): Your
help 1 greatJy appreciated b) ther.
J

For further Information and to set up an informal audition
contact:

I
I

~--------------------~

i iting Quilt hol Dr. Judith Wei man
Amy tien, J ica
tanley, Ira mith
Tamm Th mp ' in J
j per, Tri h D er
R bin Bald in D n
Hutch n, Tr c
d
Lynn Perrit
Gregor aU
econd Annual prin
Open al on ho
Archarlo Exhibiti n
Adn na tic Jan
Kerg Amy Barrett

Opening for all e hibi
afternoon from 2-4:00 p.m. In th galler
i in the Admis ions Buildin .

r--------------------~

The CCU CONCERT CHOIR meets MfWIF 12:30-1:20
and perfonns several times each semester, both on
campus and in other venues throughout the area.

Fol ' Art Quilt in
ith H rry
utIt

*

Just a quick reminder for
you to smile Jen. :) :)

for the
Coastal Carolina University
CONCERT CHOIR

pring

hi
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Sports
Chaunceys Picks of the Week

Nigel Berghan

Steve Tylke
In just four games he is
batting .474 with 5 home
runs and 18 RBI. His
slugging % is 1.263

Scored a game high of 19
points at the UMBC game
while only playing for 22
minutes.

Coastal Carolina
Men and WOInens

ISEn.

Tennis Season Opens

-

Beth Roddick
Sports Editor
The 1998 Coastal Carolina University Spring Tennis season is
finally underway under the leadership of Coach lody Davis. Coach
Davis is beginning his second year as head coach of the men and
womans tennis program here at Coastal. You may also recognize
Coach Davis as the Director of Campus Recreation, for which he is
in his sixth year.
The men and womans teams are not a young team having only
two freshman in the mens teams, however there are no seniors on
either teams. This is good because it allows not only room for growth,
but also for repeition of a fantastic year, both this year and next.
The Tennis team is also a very diverse team in nationality. While
the womans team is made up of girls from different states, over half
of the mens team are from different countries including Canada, Sweden, and Bosnia.
The Men and Womans Tennis team began their season last Saturday at Francis Marion in Florence. Due to deadline weekend the results of the games were unavailable. The Chanticleers Tennis teams
return home to play Elon on Saturday February 21. Thier games start
at 1pm, and will be played at the Billy Nichols Tennis Center located
directly behind the Athletic Administration Building.

HOMECOMING GAME
FEBRUARY 21
Lady Chants at 3pm
Mens Game at 5:30pm

Go Chants!!

Partnership for a Drug-Free
South Carolina
iI'&1tJl-shllp for a
Arnrnca-

The CCU
Triathalon
•
•

IS comIng.
More info
soon

AnENTION SPORTS FANS!
The Chanticleer
is looking for a few good
men and women that are
inter1ested in writing
about Coastal sports for
the sports page. If you
are interested please call
349-2330

19 Winthrop
21 Elon-Homecoming

7pm
3pm

Men's Basketball
19
21

at Winthrop
Elon

7pm
5:30pm

Baseball
17 UNC Wilmington
3pm
20 Tennessee Tech
3pm
Ipm
21 Tennessee Tech
21
Drexel
Ipm
22 Drexel
Ipm
26 Deleware
27 Deleware
Ipm

Softball
24
25
March 5
13
13

Francis Marion 2pm
Bridgewater
2pm
St. Bonaventure 2pm
Evansville
2pm
Virginia Tech
4pm

Men and Womens Tennis
21 Elon @home
Ipm
27 @ Barton College
28 @ East Carolina
women only
March 1 @ pres by teri an
men only
Campbell @home 2pm

---

New leaders elected
Julie Anderton
The sisters of Sigma Sigma
Sigma would like to thank everyone for all the support and enthusiasm we received in the fall.
There are many more crazy events
and fundraisers that are being
. planned for this semester.
We encourage CCU to again
support us and discover who we
are and what we do. Tri-Sigma has
planned numerous philanthropic,
community service, and social
events just to name a few.
To start this semester, TriSigma is under new leadership.

Congratulations
are in order for
newly elected officers: Leslie
Turner, President;
Jamie
Hillard, Vice
President;
Marisa Baselice, Treasurer' Amy
Whittaker, Secretary; Susan
Shelley, Membership Rush Director, and Kim Shelley, Education
Director.
We wish our new leaders the
best of luck for the challenge
ahead. We would also like to for-

Sigma Nu trudges on
On January 25, the Mu EpsiIon chapter of Sigma Nu fraternity
initiated 12 honorable gentlemen.
The brothers would like to congratulate these men on their dedication to the ideals of love, truth,
and honor.
Sigma Nu is looking forward to
a good spring rush and a new candidate class. The fraternity will
have tables set up throughout rush

week. We encourage anyone to
stop by and vi~it. ,:ith the brothers. Homeconung IS February 1722 and SigmaNu has many events
planned for the alu!llni.
Sigma u would like to congratulate Jason Hoffman and Ed
McMenamin on their recent engagements. The brothers of Sigma
u would like to wi h you the utmost happines .

••••••••••••••••••••••••

Get a ecu cush for OB tush
to use at sports events & more.

••

-

mally congratulate our newly initiated sisters who entered the
bonds of our sisterhood at the cIo e
of last semester. We are proud to
call you sisters!

•

Responsible
tudents looking
to sub-lease onel
two bedroom
apartment from
mid- a thru
mid-Augu 1. Call
919-321-873
a1erle)

• •••

--_

---

.T.A.

Sigma Ze a
Kappa Delta Pi
and the Center for Educa io
and Communi
: will be collecting boo
of February at "mbe Li a
and the tuden en r

--

_ Books of all kinds our elcome!
ona n go to
local literacy councils, chools and youth center.
: Contact S. T.A.R. at 349-2336 for mor

-

-- -

•
The Student Alumni Associa •on has
•
them availabe for only 5.00.
•
Can be purchased in Room 206
•
in the Singleton Building or call 349·2006.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

101

ow

The Message Board

FORFU

Thi semester The Chanticleer will be offering all
clubs, organization ,and tudent an opportunity to
be a part of The Chanticleer Me age Board.

The Message Board is your chance to end
greetings to a friend, wish another organization
good luck, or announce one of your own e ents.
Each member will be allowed to publish up to
ten messages per semester. Every message you
submit can be up to 25 words, so be creative and
have fun with your messages.
The Mes age Board membership is available
now for only $10.00. If you or your club i interested in becoming a member, plea e vi it The
Chanticleer in Room 203 of the Student Center or
call Dave at 349-2380.

C
Ju t we t of campu
347-3 9
1st

111011th

4

Rent Free t'or Allnual Lease

14- February 17, 1998

Coastal Carolina University Theater presents

James Goldman's "historical comedy

THE LION
I·N
I
ER

Uneasy is the head that wears the crown in 1183 when King Henry II
and Eleanor ofAquitane collect the boisterous and scheming
Plantagenetfamily to decide the royal succession.

FREE
PERFORMANCE
for
CCU Students
Sunday, March 1, 1998
7:30 p.m.

Friday, February 27, 998' 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 28, 1998 • 3 and
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 1, 1998' 3 p.m.
Wheelwright Auditorium
$8, $5 students
For more information, call the
Wheelwright Box Office, 803.349.2502,
Monday through Friday, noon to 5 p.m•

•~

T PIP

COASTAL CAROLINA
UNIVERSITY
AAEOI

BROUGHT TO YOU BY COASTAL PRODUCTIONS (803) 349-2326
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17 BYPASS

9:J(ee!JOQ7)

gulf (Shrimp
c5hrrmp 0Y!l !J(olls
230neless 7erljahr" Chic£en c5lrips
!JJ(ini Quiche
<:Sandwiches
Veyela£les, Cheeses, and 9ruils

Oaf! 7}rinhs

(PLEASE PARK IN PARKI. '

~

OCEAN BLVD.
RAGE ACROSS snEE1)

LANDMARK RESORT HOTEL
1501 SOUTH OCEAN BLVD
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29575

